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Plurilingualism: integration of 
native and non-native 

languages

Introduction

Michael Byram
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Purpose and organisation of workshop

• Introduction – some thoughts about 
integration of ‘native’ and ‘non-native’
languages

• Presentations: 20 Minutes plus 5 Minutes 
for questions/comments

• General discussion of ‘convergences’
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Presentations

• Judith Richters – Ministerial policy towards 
language teaching in Holland

• [Jorunn Berntzen – Plurilingualism in the 
Norwegian context – not present – illness]

• Jaana Puskala – Cognition and Interaction
• Ekaterina Protassova – Changing multilingual 

situation in Narva: transition to teaching in 
Estonian

• Tönu Tender – Foreign Language Teaching 
Policy in Estonian Schools
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The meaning of policy – and the importance of macro-policy

… 'ends' or purposes can be of three levels of precision: ideals,
objectives and targets. 

• Ideals are basically unreachable utopias such as 'universal 
brotherhood', 'universal linguistic diversity', or 'one people, one 
language, one government'. (…) Such utopian ideals nonetheless 
have a role as guidance and orientation: although unobtainable they 
light the road to follow. 

• At the second level there are attainable, but long-term, objectives. 
Much of the educational advance that was made in the late 19th 
century in Western Europe was driven by the objective of developing 
an educated workforce able to understand written instructions and 
competent to control machinery, (….) 

• The third level is that of the target: a precise, usually short-term aim 
such as that a national curriculum should include correct spelling of 
'which' and 'witch' at age 9; that a particular school should teach a 
particular foreign language; or that road signs should be bilingual in 
southern France.

Dennis Ager
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Council of Europe – Common European 
Framework of Reference

• (Plurilingualism is) the ability to use languages 
for the purposes of communication and to take 
part in intercultural interaction, where a person, 
viewed as a social agent, has proficiency of 
varying degrees, in several languages, and 
experience of several cultures. This is not seen 
as the superposition or juxtaposition of distinct 
competences, but rather as the existence of a 
complex or even composite competence on 
which the user may draw. (Council of Europe, 
2001: 168).
– Psycholinguistic description of the individual 
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Add to this:

• A dynamic repertoire of languages and language 
varieties which changes throughout life – as a 
consequence of (taught or not) learning in new 
experiences of socialisation
– Sociolinguistic description of the individual in social 

groups (with different varieties and/or different 
languages)

• (leaving aside cultural dimension!)
• Distinguish ‘multilingualism’ of territories FROM 

‘plurilingualism’ of people (pace EU)
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Unrecognised plurilingualism
Norway is a multilingual country, a country in which many languages 
are spoken, and Norwegians are plurilingual people, people who 
speak and / or understand several languages. (…..)
Thus, by the end of ten years of compulsory education, all young
people have at least:
– an ability to read and write in two varieties of Norwegian, Nynorsk 

and Bokmål
– an ability to use a spoken variety of Norwegian and understand other 

people speaking their own varieties
– productive and receptive competence in written and spoken English
– receptive competence in spoken and written forms of Swedish and 

Danish
and some have in addition one or more of the following:
– competence in at least one variety of Sami or Kven/Finnish
– competence in one of the many recently arrived languages, often from 

another continent and language family
– competence in a second foreign language, e.g. French or German or 

Spanish.
Much of this linguistic wealth is taken for granted and 
underestimated.

Language Education Policy Profile – Norway (Norwegian Ministry of 
Education and Research and Council of Europe)
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Implications for education - 1

• Curriculum design needs to include ALL 
languages 
– Break through compartmentalisation of ‘foreign’

languages 
– AND separation of ‘native/first’ languages from 

foreign languages
– (and deal with ‘native/national’ languages being 

‘first/native’ for some and ‘second/non-native’ for 
others)
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Terminology

• Plurilingualism in Norway includes
– Two varieties of Norwegian
– first and second foreign languages

• For some pupils in Norwegian schools:
– Norwegian is ‘native’ for others ‘second’

• CoE terminology:
– Languages of education (LE) – all languages taught in schools:

• ‘language as subject’ (LS)(two Norwegians in Norway)
• Language across the curriculum/language of instruction (LAC) 

(Norwegian's) used to teach other subjects)

• (formally designated) Foreign languages (English, French etc)
– Special case: CLIL

• Minority languages (Sami, Sign language, Urdu etc)
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Implications for education 2
– ‘education for plurilingualism’

• Facilitating the development of  the individual’s repertoire 
– over time – need for vertical curriculum design (and 
life-long learning opportunities)

• Creating ‘a complex or even composite competence’ –
need for horizontal curriculum design – NO need for 
aggregating time (two languages do not need twice as 
much time)

• Developing meta-awareness – methodology of 
‘language awareness’ and ‘educazione linguistica’
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‘Problem’ or ‘opportunity’?

• ‘problem to solve’ – assumption that:
– (old) purpose of education system is instil national language(s)

and identity
– Nation-states and citizens are ‘naturally’ monolingual (or should 

become so - especially through (mono-) literacy)

• ‘opportunity to seize’ – assumption that:
– All pupils are plurilingual and should remain so (school should 

develop pluriliteracy)
– New political situation requires continuation of national 

language(s) and identity 
AND evolution of internationalisation (Europeanisation) with 
additional languages and identities 

- new purpose for education
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Overcoming separation –
practical/ideological problems

• Different purposes for ‘foreign’ (English/French 
in Norway) and ‘language as subject’
(Norwegians in Norway)
– (LS) Creation  of identity – identification with national 

heritage – esp. teaching of literature and knowledge 
about language

– (FLs) Interest in other heritages /cultures –
identification with European/global diversity  -
knowledge about language now criticised as aim

• BUT also similar purposes:
– Development of communication skills
– Use of language for instruction (LAC and CLIL)
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Convergences in curriculum design 
- and curriculum designers

• Step 1: all FL time as one block of time (e.g. 
outside timetable) with modules and defined 
objectives and levels:
– Years 1-2: 90% FL1 – 10% Lang. aware.(inc. ‘how to 

learn’)
– Years 3-4: 50% FL1; 40% FL2; 10% Lang. aware.
– Years 5-6: 30% “CLIL” in FL1 time; 60% FL2; 10% LA
– Years 6-7: 30% CLIL in FL2 time; independent 

learning (ICT etc) – continue FL1 OR start FL3

• Actors: school principals with autonomy on 
timetable (e.g. 15-20% in Italy)

• Use of ‘lead schools’ and parents
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• Step 2: L1, FL1, FL2 etc (and lang aware) 
in one block – and similar use of 
increasing/decreasing percentages and 
modules – and Lang Aware as ‘bridge’
between FLs and L1s

• A step too far!?  

• Step 1.5: Lang Aware

• Step 1a and 2a: teacher training in parallel
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Convergences in Norwegian syllabuses

Basic subject skills
• All subject curricula in the new national curriculum share 

the same format. This means that competence aims for 
five basic skills have been included across the 
curriculum:

• Being able to express oneself orally and in writing
• being able to read
• being able to do mathematics
• being able to use digital tools
EXAMPLE:
Describe and interpret graphic representations of statistics

and other data (English, after Year 10)
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Convergences through aims
Some competence aims are identical to both English and 

Norwegian, such as:
• Explore and discuss how digital media influence and 

change language and communication (Exploring 
language and text) 

• Read and present fiction and factual texts of your choice 
(Text and meaning)

Some are extended in the Norwegian curriculum:
• Convey media headlines/texts of your own choice and 

present your own texts in different media (Text and 
meaning, English curriculum) 

• Convey and comment on media headlines/texts of your 
own choice and present your own texts in different media 
(Text and meaning, Norwegian curriculum) 
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What (kind of) research?

• What pure research
– What conceptual
– What empirical

• (e.g. ‘composite competence’)

• What (type of) applied research
– Action research
– Curriculum development

• Who does which / who should do which?


